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“The sports betting market, now dominated by online
activity, is looking for mobile users to extend their staking
habits beyond the home and for social media to finally
come of age as a platform for play.”
– David Walmsley, Senior Leisure Analyst

This report looks at the following areas:
•
•

Solving smartphones’ mobility challenge
Social media: Finally worth a bet?

Growth in consumer expenditure on sports betting continues to be driven by online activity and rising
interest in football products, although a stagnating player pool and the exposure of some key
demographics to the worst of any economic downturn could put a brake on recent expansion rates.
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Market dips a toe back in the pools

Advertising and Marketing Activity
Online competition fuels spending boom
Figure 20: Total recorded above-the line, online display and direct mail advertising expenditure of leading sports betting operators*,
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Figure 29: Remote sports betting locations, June 2017
Sports betting starts to get out more
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Figure 30: Remote sports betting, in-home v out-of-home, June 2017

Sports Betting Habits
Savvy shopping threatens betting brand loyalty
Figure 31: Sports betting habits, June 2017
A new generation embraces sports betting’s social side
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Data sources
Abbreviations
Fan chart forecast
Figure 35: Forecast of consumer expenditure on sports betting 2016/17-2021/22
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